We aim to attract the attention of youth and a wide range of interested parties to issues of history, culture, other humanitarian and economic topics.

The project is created to enhance dialogue between experts and young people of Eurasia including students, young leaders and members of NGOs.
AIM AND GOALS

The project is unique as it unites youth of Eurasia in the aspiration to gain knowledge

- organization of lectures, seminars, creative meetings, seminars
- support of new projects and initiatives by the youth of Eurasia
- creation of international online expert platform
- promotion of mentoring
- self-development of young people
Since July we have organized 7 meetings.

Topics are dedicated to the questions of education in the countries of Eurasia; professional and creative development of youth; achievement of the UN SDGs in the Eurasia; preservation of the ecology and water; geopolitics and migration processes; trade and economic relations between the countries of the continent.
Check out Lecture Hall video on YouTube: [https://www.youtube.com/EurasiaAssembly](https://www.youtube.com/EurasiaAssembly)
Dear colleagues thank You for Your attention!

We kindly invite You to share knowledge and experience in Lecture Hall and become mentors for young people.

CONTACTS:
youth@eurasia-assembly.org
+7 903 668 38 33
Kristina Tatarnikova,
Head of the Lecture Hall project